
RPP 

PLATELET INCUBATORS 

 

 

GENERAL FEATURES 
WORKING TEMPERATURE:  

+22°C  

 TEMPERATURE RANGE: 

+4/+40°C  

 CONTROL PANEL: 

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max temperature 

alarms and with RS 485 interface. 

 POWER SUPPLY: 

V. 220 / 1 / 50 Hz 

 FRAME: 

totally metallic with preplasticized steel sheets of icy white and light blue colour. 

  



INTERNAL TANK: 

totally metallic with preplasticized steel sheets, anti-scratch, in icy white and blue colour, round - 

made - corners to reduce the penetration of bactery and make easy cleanliness. Drainage on the 

bottom for liquids which could be spilt. Internal lighting with fluorescent lamps with automatic 

control by opening of the door. Internal usable space almost 100%.  

 GLASS DOOR/S:  

with anticondense resistances on door frame. Every door stand on self - closing hings with stop for 

opening at 90°. It has special magnetic rubber washer for a perfect closing. Every door has opening 

on the right or on the left :the standard is on the right. 

 INSULATION: 

CFC FREE realized by expanded self-estinguishing polyurethane, density 38 Kg /mc. The minimun 

thickness is 55 mm.  

 REFRIGERATING PLANT:  

of heremtic type with reliable silence compressor equipped also with small rubber supports to 

eliminate vibrations. Cooling evaporator with fan for internal circulation of air to increase also the 

precision of temperature in every point. Electronic automatic defrosting with tank on the bottom of 

the frame to condense CFC FREE ecologycal gas charge. 

MADE ACCORDING TO CEI NORMS 66/5 

 TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Code Model 
Capacity 

l 
Unit Rotores

Glass 

doors 

Ext. Dimensions 

mm 
Watt

Weight lordo 

kg 

02410100 RPP 28 600 56 1 1 73 70 209 550 130 

02410200 RPP 56 600 112 2 1 73 70 209 550 140 

02410300 RPP 84 600 168 3 1 73 70 209 550 150 

02410400
RPP 

112 
1470 224 4 2 146 70 209 650 200 

02410500
RPP 

140 
1200 280 5 2 146 70 209 650 210 

02410500
RPP 

168 
1200 336 6 2 146 70 209 650 220 

 

 



STANDARD ACCESSORIES 

09920195 
  

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max 

temperature alarms and with RS 485 interface.. 

09915193   Weekly graphic recorder 

09910172   Internal ventilation 

00000000   Electronic defrosting with possibility to fix the hour. 

09910173   Safety Key lock 

09924101   Speed regulator from 0 to 10 r.p.m. 

02420101   Platelet motion device with 28 places 

 

 

 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 

09910151   Remotisation of the alarm: it is a free contact which allows the user to transfer any 

alarm coming from the computer on board to any distance protected. 

09910136   Stainless steel 18/8 internal/external execution with fine glazing for a very long life of 

the frame itself. 

09910131   Internal drawersin stainless steel 18/8 with plexyglass in front and label, with nylon 

wheels and adjustable in height. 

09924102   Timer for the platelet agitator from 0 to 3 h. with alarm for the end of the operation. 

09910125   Supplementary shelvesin preplasticized stainless steel, usable to aument the usable 

supeficy. 

09910147   Hole diam. 35 mm.with rubber plug. 

 
Characteristics and data can be modified without forewarning.  
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